
THE AIllINISTRATOR AND iHE PSYCHIATRIST IN STUDENT HEALTH 

Social institutions gradually emerge for a complexity of reasons whioh are 

seldom explained until after the fact , and often are never satisfactorily explained. 

Scholars probe the known facts and, with imagination, seek to comprehend why and how 

they evolved, but the qualities which characterize Americans , English, Egyptians , and 

Japanese represent the combination of forces which no social anthropologist can ever 

fUlly fathom, and the institutions which these cultures produce are as mysteriously 

constituted. 

Our present concern is with educational institutions at the higher level - 
/ 

college , 1ycee, gymnasium, university -- and how these institutions deal with their 

it attains independence without serious coni'lict is a universal problem. 

The individual problems of American youth are probably compounded by the greater 

freedom given the young in this country, and the almost complete departure from a 

patriarchal system. The father is still the unquestioned head of the house in most 

European and Asiatic countries (South Ameri ca is loosely grouped with Europe because 

of its cultural patterns ). The accent on youth in the United States has many by-

products and causes much misunderstanding. 

I was shocked to read in a Paris newspaper many years ago a long article 

deploring the morals of American young women. I had been steeped in the ideas pre-

valent in the United States that the French, all of them, were sophisticated and 

worldly wise, and that the strong influence of our Puritan ancestors had given us a 

much keener sense of morality. Since I was quite young at the time I had not penetrated 

French culture sufficiently to know that, in fact, French girls from respectable homes 

would not be permitted to travel unchaperoned through a foreign country. The presence 

of hundreds of unchaperoned American girls in Paris had given the French the impression 

that most of them were questionable in their moral values. I thought I knew the con-

trary to be true . 
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It is possible that the American girl in Paris was reacting naively to an 

excessive paternalism which had sheltered her at home and in college and suddenly 

allowed her more freedom than she was prepared to handle . Unquestionably many were 

unaware of the impression they created o 

In accenting youth, the United States has presented to the world an exciting 

picture of material progress made possible by the vigor and imagination of people 

from any social stratum with the greatest social mobility ever known in any country. 

But in so doin£7 it has created a society whose roots are so shallow that stability 

and continuit. are often absent . 

Youth must be Given its opportunity in the United States . All children must be 

educated through high school, and college education must be available to all who 

wish it and to many who do not, but whose parents wish it for them. Colleges are for 

education, but they are also for social position, for athletic prowess to be ex-

hibit d, for a proper place to spend four years between late adolescence and one ' s 

vocation. These myriad reasons for att~nding college create many of the problems 

which confront administrators in the United States . When colleges were for the rich, 

the well-born, and the few, as they still are in most of the world, colleges accepted 

little responsibility for the individual, and the much abused term "personnel point of 

view" was unknown. Lar ge enrolments, co-education, resi~ence halls , boards of trustees 

sensitive to public rel "'tions , and the need for budget support from legislatures or 

from private donors , all affected the relationships of administrators and students . 

It is not flattering to administrators of educational institutions in this 

country to point out how sensitive they have been and are to public c:riticism, but 

it is to face reality to admit it . If a student is involved in an unsavor,r incident, 

it becomes head-line news , and the name of the college is always mentioned . A series 

of such incidents could be ruinous to a private institution, and cause an investigation 

by the legislature of a state university . 



This is very difficult for the foreigner to understand, just as it is difficult 

for us to understand why universities in many countries are immediately closed when 

there is civil discord. 

With higher education free of control by the federal government, the United States 

has developed hundreds of colleges and universities of unequal quality. Most 

educators could easily do so but would be loath to name quickly the colleges and 

universities of quality in this country. None would dare go so far as to draw up a 

list of those known as country clubs or centers for left-wing activities, or those 

whose athletic policies are maladorous . Unfortunately they xist and are well- known. 

Newspapers have recently been filled with charges and counter charges of a group of 

leading universities bound together in an athletic association. The public generally 

has shrugged its shoulders with the knowledge that if the truth were known about the 

practices of all institutions, many presidents would be embarrassed. 

Presidents would be embarrassed because presidents are the symbols of the institu

tions . They most placate boards , find money for the budget , promote research and 

teaching within an harmonious faculty group, keep an alert student boqy happy and 

industrious and maintain the reputation of the institution above reproach. It is 

obviously impossible for any man really to be president of an American university. 

Most presidents recognize their own limitations and seek to surrou~themselves 

with able administrators who will share the varied burdens . The president and powerful 

registrar of fifty years ago have been supplanted by teams of administrators which 

often resemble a large cor poration. For those preSidents who are capable of delegat ing 

authority, and few really are , the new syst em is advantageous, if it is at times over

whelming to our visitors from abroad . If our institutions were universities instead 

of colleges and universities combined, then the role of university president in this 

country would be much simpler. 

Personnel officers , deans of men and deans of women joined administrators in the 

last fifty years as enrolments increased in colleges and universities . As presidents 

were chosen at that time because they were distinguished scholars , deans of men were 

ually appointed because they were not , but because they were kindly old gentlemen who 
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had to remain on the payroll in any case . Such deans were supposed to be friendly 

counselors to students . Many presidents expected them to be genteel police officers 

who would keep the students out of trouble and safeguard the good name of the school. 

But more dormitories, more fraternities and soro~ities , more facets to universities.

engineer ing, agriculture, medicine , law, architecture , social service, library science, 

business administration, music, fine arts -- and hordes of young and eager students 

compounded the problems of administrators and forced them to a more objective analysis 

of their roles . 

Since no model for colleges and universities existed or exists , no model is 

accepted as the idoal to represent the liaison between administration and students in 

this country. Just as schools vary in their use of the semester or quarter system to 

divide the academic year, some have deans of students with central responsibility, 

some have a dean of men and a dean of women, and still others assign the same responsi

bil1t~·to junior deans . 

The formal pattern is unimportant; the fiDal recognition that colleges and univer

sities have responsibilities to their students is significant. That most institutions 

have never fully defined their responsibilities providos a kind of schizofr nia in 

administration. There are the elder nestors of the faculty for whom services to 

students , particularly counseling, represent coddling. To them the ideal is the in

stitution where maturing men assemble to learn to think and act irldependently. There 

are young psychologists who see extensive uses for their services on all sides . 

There are, fortunately, many administrators who recognize the patticular quality 

of our institutions, how they represent a young and often brash culture, how immature 

our young men and women are at eighteen, and how thin their academic preparation has 

been. Since most institutions have heterogeneous groups of students, the problems 

become surprisingly similar. For a +ong time some of the better Eastern institutions 

drew the great majority of their students from the more effete Eastern preparatory 

~chools . This pattern has now been voluntarily broken by most of them, and they take 

pride in the national distribution their students represent. 

Enlightened administrators agree on a few basic services their schools are to render 
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to their students. The younger ones are to be housed in university buildings . 

These residence halls will attempt to extend the educational program of the University 

and provide opportunity for the social and intellectual growth of stUdents . 

Opportunities for physical development are to be provided. Even in schools 

where inter-collegiate football is far too much emphasized, there are extensive 

facilities for all students to swim, to participate in seasonal sports and to develop 

the body. 

The social side of life is almost never neglected in American schools. It may 

be relaxed and casual in some, center about fraternities and sororities to the ex-

clusion of independents in others, or be highly organized without formal groups in 

stin others . The dreamer, the thinker or the truly independent individual does 

not always find life easy. But the campus re!lects in a very real way the service 

clubs, bridge clubs, country clubs of adult society in the United States . We are 

a nation of joiners . Hence it would be idle to ignore the fact on the c~pus . 

The spectrum of the extra-curriculum is indeed extensive . In most s~hools it 

provides for student government, an organization which gives the surest index to 

the paternalism or enlightenment of the a.dministration. If students are given real 

opportunity for development in the democratic process , then student government and 

political clubs are thoroughly justified. The positions taken by many administrations 

in recent years when independent thinkers have borne the opprobrium of being called 
• I 

subversive make one doubt how the democr;atic proeess is working on many campuses. 

In their desire to assist young people to develop their latent talents as wisely 

and as fully as possible, counseling services have been established, and here com-

plan ty and misunderstanding abide . If colleges more nearly resembled the Institute 

for Advanced study the answer could be simple .. 

Many students need assistance in choosing their courses of study; others seem 

to be social misfits; others are under severe financial stress; others find a new 

environment overwhelming and bewildering; others are anxious about a choice of career. 

Granted that the institutions of this country wish to aid students wisely and to 

assist them to learn to think . ... the primary function of the institution ... - the extent 
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and inter-relationships of counseling services become important . 

The first duty of the administra~on is to assign to a single officer the 

responsibility and authority to correlate the various counsoling services. \\Then 

services are fragmented and officers of equal or competing rank act independently, the 

student suffers . Everything that the student does is a part of lfhat he i s or could 

be . And one who is dealing with a student should be in rapport with others with related 

responsibilities. 

From the admissions application may come pertinent data for the student ' s academic 

-caret!r . From the academic conference with an adviser may emerge information which 

suggests the need for personal counseling of a professional nature . 

The role of the psychiatrist is a very special one in the academic scene today! 

~d it has developed quite slowly in most institutionso As an integral part of student 

health it has had to follow the acceptance of a real student health service as a part 

of the college's responsibility to its students . Once Gonceived as a unitl to treat 

the student who became ill, student hea~th has wide acceptanc today for its role to 

prevent illness as well as treat it in the academic community. 

As ps~atry has taken a iajor place ih medical instruction and practice, it 

has gradually f ound its niche in student health. Personnel administrators recognized 

its importance long before college presidents were willing to finance it . In fact , 

were psychiatrists more available and less expensive , progress would have been more 

rapid. Dradually, less stigmLhas been attached to the person who admits he needs 

psychiatric help . And there are many Americ9r.s today who name their analysts with 

the assurance that a certain aura of prestige reflects upon t hem. 

The administration must make some clean and clear deciSions concerning the 

psychiatrist in order to gain maximum good from their presence on the staff. 

First to wl~t extent is such help needed? 

While it is unclear whether emotional disturbance among students is inc/ reasing 

or its presence simply recognized realistically, the fact remains that it exists on 

all. campuses . 

The admiSSions director should be able to ask the advice of the psychiatrist 
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concerning a student with outstanding ability who has had some emotional disturbance 

and been under therapy. The psychiatrist should not be assigned the authority to 

admit or reject an applicant, but a wise director will lean heavily on his advice . 

Many fine students have been admitted witll caution, and many have been rejected who 
(I 

were not e~ual to the required adjuQtment, thDough this prcedure. 

The discipline commitee, faced with the unpleasant task of deciding the fate 

of the apparent maverick, will often act more sagely because it has asked the 

psychiatrist to see the student before he is judged. Granted that a forced inter-

view takes on a different character from the voluntary visit, nonetheless those 

diSCipline committees which have availed themselves of the psychiatrist ' s services 

are more assured in the justice of their decision,. 

The most important need of the school for a psychiatrist is, however, as the 

personal counselor of the seriously disturbed student . Such a student should be able 

to go, in complete privacy, to the psychiatrist, who should never divulge the nature 

of the problom unless it be so grave that the student might do himself or the school 

grave harm. Even then, the student should kno~1 that his confidence will not be 

preserved, except in the Most extraordinary case • 
. 

Second -- how is the service of the psychiatrist to be co-ordinated with other 

areas of the univerSity? This question 1s fraught with difficulty. Many academic 

counselors arrogate to themselves responsibility far beyond their capabilities. 

Residence-hall supervisors often think of themselves as closestto the students 

" and hence really, "in loco parentis." There is at times an area of conflicting 

interest between psychologists and psychiatrists . Obviously the number of psychol gists 

is much greater, and hence they are often ~ore accessible o 

A good personnel administrator will train his counseling staff in the subject 

of re.f'erral ~ He will help them to recoinize mental illness and emotional disturbances 

and to desist fro~ practicing amateur therapyo He will also assist them in not 

seeing in ever.y doubt in a student's mind some deep- seated problem. 
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Seasoned administrators know that all people, students o~ otherwise, meet 

problems from day to day and that the personal solution of problems is a sign of 

character . They also know that the helping hand does not need to become a permanent 

eru ch. 

Occasionlllly the psychiatrist recognizes the inadequacy of the student to cope 

~li th his personal si tuationll Then he advises the student to seok lonG-time therapy 

and recomends to the Dean that the student be asked to withdraw temporarily from 

school until he ha.s secured such help!, It is ·the dean, however, not the psychiatrist 

who aske tile stUdent to withdraw. 

So far as I know, no institution has a perfect system of co-ordination among services 

of all kinds , human follibility being what it is. 

We live in an imperfect society and our oampuses reflect many of the weaknesses 

of our social institutions of all kinds . People who are today leading fruitful 

lives while undergoing analysis , in another day might have been considered "crazy" 
i.c: .. P·.,.c 

by their peers and rid~ for their weaknesses. Many students who might have 

fallen by the wayside and failed to develop their talents have been given the proper 

amount of encouragement and support during a dark period, so that a clear view of their 

dilemma has provided a path to aeoomplfshment. 

I am convinced that we are not rearing a generation of weaklings . There are 
" , 

many things wrong with our social institutions, our government , and our culture. ~e 

are frank-enough to reeognize them, ho;mver. This seems to me the domina."lt and 
\ 
\ 

I \ 
I \ 

the saving grace of our educational institution. We can change when change is 

indicated. 

Robert M. Strozier 
Dean of Students 
The University of Chicago 
September, 1956 
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